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1. HEADLINES. (2 MIN)

2. VIDEO REPORT ON INSPECTION OF FLOUR MILLS TO CHECK REASON FOR BREED PRICE INCREASE. (2 MIN)

3. VIDEO REPORT ON DEDICATION OF PAVED ROAD COVERING TRUJILLO AND PACASMAYO BY PRESIDENT ALBERTO FUJIMORI TODAY. FUJIMORI ALSO VISITED CASCAS, WHERE HE ADDRESS PUBLIC, Praised Grape Production. (2 MIN)

4. INTERNATIONAL NEWS. (2 MIN)

5. VIDEO REPORT ON COMMENTS BY U.S. AMBASSADOR WHO SAYS MORE FUNDS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR DRUG ENFORCEMENT IN PERU. ABOUT $15 MILLION WILL BE AVAILABLE IN CONTRAST TO $8.7 MILLION LAST YEAR. (1 MIN)

6. VIDEO REPORT ON PRESENTATION TO MEDIA OF FOUR TERRORISTS WHO
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PARTICIPATED IN ATTACK AGAINST MARIA ANGOLA HOTEL LAST MAY. POLICE ALSO SHOWED WEAPONS SEIZED. (4 MIN)

7. VIDEO REPORT ON EXPLOSION OF ACETYLENE IN FACTORY. ONE WORKER WAS HURT, SOME MATERIAL DAMAGE. (1 MIN)

8. VIDEO REPORT ON RECOVERY OF GIRL WHO SURVIVED ATTACK FROM HER MOTHER. (2 MIN)

9. VIDEO REPORT ON TWO MORE CASES OF ILLNESS AFFECTING NERVOUS SYSTEM DISCOVERED IN AREQUIPA. (1 MIN)

10. INTERNATIONAL NEWS. (4 MIN)

11. VIDEO REPORT ON DECISION MADE BY SAN MARCOS UNIVERSITY THAT STUDENTS CAN NO LONGER STAY MORE THAN EIGHT YEARS IN SCHOOL. (1 MIN)

12. INTERNATIONAL NEWS. (4 MIN)

13. SPORTS. (8 MIN)

14. VIDEO REPORT ON COMMENTS BY WIFE OF MISSING PERUVIAN PILOT HOPING HE IS STILL ALIVE. (1 MIN)

15. VIDEO REPORT ON CONGRESS OF BELIEVERS IN FLYING SAUCERS. (3 MIN)

16. VIDEO REPORT ON ARRIVAL OF ARGENTINE SINGER IN LIMA. (1 MIN)